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1. Introduction 
In this paper, spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff, maps to be continu- 
ous onto, and images and preimages to be those by maps. 4 map is said 
to be compact-coverin 9 if each compact set in the rrknge is the i.mag:e of
some compact set in the domain. This concept and re1at-d topics have 
been studied by Alster [ I], Arhangel’skil [4,5], Bourbaki [ 6], ~obam 
[ 81, Dykes [ 91, McDougle [ 131, Michael [ 15, X ‘71, Michael-Stone [ 181, 
Michael-Nagami [ 19 1, Nagami [201, Pasynkov [21], Reiter [ 231, Si- 
wiec [ 243, Siwiec-Mancuso [ 253 and others. 
Let f : X+ Y be an open map with Xmetric. What kind of topology 
ct’ Y enables f to be compact-covering? Concerning this problem the 
,‘allowing two results are known. 
(1) (Michael [ 14, Example] ) There is a case \;rhen f is not compact- 
covering even if Y is a unit closed interval. 
(2) (Reiter [ 231) There is no case when f is not cor!pact-covering, 3f
Y is countsble. 
6y Uris observation it is natural to ask: What is the intrinsic character- 
izat.k,n of a space Y for which each open map of each metric space onto 
Y is mmpact-covering? The purpose of this paper is to give an answer to 
this question in Theorem 3.2 thiough the concept of total imper?ectness, 
and ‘to consi$er the possibility of an analogous characterization for the 
case when f is weakened to be a pseudo-opt:0 map 1 . As is seen in Theo- 
rem 4.3 and Example 4.5, we cannot expect such a characterization un- 
der the continuum hypothesis. In the following, C and I denote a Cantor 
discontinuum and a unit closed. interval, respec,tively. 
Section 2 is devoted to the preliminary lemmas. In Section 3 the main 
theorem for open maps is given, while in Section 4 we show tha.t an ana- 
logous assertion for pseudo-open maps cannot be expected. 
Definition 2.1,, Let Y be a space and A a subset of Y. Let A ’ denote the 
derived set of r4. .For each ordinal QI, we define inductively the cvth de- 
rived set A toll of A by the formulae 
if or is a limit ordinal. A is said ‘to be scattered if A(OI) = 8 for some cy. 
Y is sGd to be totally imperfect if every compact set of Y is scattered. 
0~::~ definition of the total imperfectness can easily be seen, from 
Lemma 2.2, to be identical with the classical one in Kuratowski [ 12, 
p. 5 141 whit h is defined for only separable metric spaces as follows: .A 
space is said to be totally imperfect if it contains no subset homeo- 
morphic to C. Kuratowski also showed that there exists a totally imper- 
fect space which is not scattered. A countable space is the simplest 
example of a totally imperfect space (cf. e.g., Alster I!, Lemma on 
p. 1421). 
Letwna 2.2.111 spcace Y is totullv imperfect if and only if Y contains ro 
subset which is the perfect ” p;peimagc of C. 
’ A map f: X -, Y is : aid to be psemh-open if for cuch point y of Y and each open set U con- 
taining f-l Cr), th: in tcril lr offIU) contains y. 
2 A map is said tu bc seq xt if it is cl:wd and cvc~y ;?oint-invcrse is compact. 
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oof. Assume that Y is not totally imperfect. Then Y cant 
l 
a1QS a corn- pact set K which is not scattered. Since K contains a dense-i  . 
we can construct, by an easy application of induction, a SCQ~. “tself subset, 
ti diagram: 
U(al l *. QJ , a(ED={O,l], n = 1, 2, . . . . 
where each U(...) is a relatively open set of K. Let L be the k 
diagram : %el of this 
Define 10 : L-, P by: 
cpmW~~ ‘** cy,): n = 1,2, . . . )) = {a,, CL2, .., )E 04 
Then cp is a map. &ice L‘ is compact, p is perfect. 1Since Dw is h 
morphic to C, Y contains the perfect preimage & of C omeo- 
Assume conversely that Y contains a subset M which is the 
of C under a F-:“+ \,ct lnap 3/. M is compact as the perfect preiQ Preimage 
aJmpact set. To she jv J/(&Z I)) = C, assume C \ $I( MC I’) # (4. pzctf a 
point p from C \ $(M’ 1 1). Then each point of $ -I (p) is isolat 
‘Q and h:nce $-‘(p> is open. Since M \ 3/-l @I) is cIosed, its image c \ 
closed, which is a contradiction. Thus we have Q(M(r)) = C. $p) is 
transfinite induction we have \t(M tat)! = C for each ordinal a~, T easy 
there exists an ordinal 0 with M(@ = M(p+l) # (8> which impli hus 
” that M is not scattered. Hence Y is not totally imperfect and the proof, 
finished. 1s . 
Lemma 2.3,. Eet 7r : CX I-, G be the projection. Then there ex-_, 
set S ojCX lsuch that uQ u sub 
(i) R-I (p) \ S is a singleion for each p E C, 
(ii) S contains no compact set whose image under 111 is C’. 
When C in this lemma is everywhere replaced with I, the prOPQqitio 
thus obtained was proved to be true by Micha,el [ 14, Example], &s I’ 
argument can also be applied to prove that Lemma 2.5 is true, 
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Lemma 2.4. If Y is a ~om,gact scattered space, then dim Y 5 0. 
This is a pax9 of’ Telgtisky [ 25, Corollary 3 ] . 
Lemma 2.5 (Wicke [ 27, Theorem 1 ] ). A space is of point-countable 
type 3 if and only if it is ithe open image of a paracompact p-space 4. 
The followirg is just an elaboration of Reiter [ 23, Theorem 1 ] . 
Lemma 2.6. Let f : A + Y be an open map from X of ,-oirrt-countable 
type to a compact scattered space Y. Thert f is compact-covering. 
Proof (by transfinite induction). Since Y is compact scattered, there 
exists an ordinal cy such tlhat fi*) # Q) and Y(“+l) = 0. When cy = 0, then 
Y is a finite set and the assertion is trivially true. Let ar > 0. Let the in- 
duction hypothesis be thle assertion that the result is true for Y with 
Y(@‘l) = Q) p 4 it Consider the case when fl”l) # 0 and flcu+l) = 0. . 
since Y(&s finite, we can put ?O1) = {y,, . . ..y.}. Let Xi be a point of 
f-l (vi), i = 1, A., n. Sinclz X is cf point-countable type, there exists a 
compact set K of X with K > {xl, . . . . xn} such that K has a countable 
neighborhood base ( Uj> in X with X = U, II Uz > . . . . Since dim Y = 0 
by Lemma 2.4, there exists a sequence Vi, i = 1, 2, . . . . of open and 
closed sets of Y such that 
(i) Y = V, 3 I/, 3 . ..) 
(ii) Vi 3 f(K), i= 1,2, . . . . 
(iii) j*(r/i) 3 Vi, i = I, 2, . . . . 
Set 
Yi = pi i Vi+ 1, 
Since an open set of a space of point-countable type. is also of point- 
countable type by Nicke 127, Lemma 21, Xi is of poirlt-countable type. 
Si Ice Xi is open, 4 is an open map. Since Yi is compact and Yi’) = 0, 
3 According to Arhangel’skir [ 2 ] , a space X is said to be of point-countable .type if each point 
x (If X is covered by a compact set K of r!ountable character; i.e., # has a countable neighborhood 
base (Ui) in X (Le., each Ui is o;pen and contains K, and every open set containing K contains 
so ne Q). 
4 According to Arhangel’skiW [ 2, Definition 5 ] a space X is said to be a p-space if it is com- 
pktely regular and if there exists a seqf:en:e ad i, i = 1,2, . . . . of open collections of its Stone- 
(%zh compactiflcaaion pX such that each Q i covers X, and for each x E K 
n (Qfi(X~=U{U:JCEUE’2’i}: i= 1,2,...)cX. 
fi is compact-covering by induction hypothesis. Let Ki be a compact set 
of Xi withf(&) =j”(Q = Yi. Set 
L=K”(U KJ. 
i=l 
Then L is compact and f(L) = Y. That camp fetes the proof. 
Corollary 2.7. An open map from a space oj’pohzt-cxmntuble t ‘pe to a I 
totally imperfect space is compact-covering. 
Corollary 2.8. A compact scattered first-comtable space Y is metric. 
hoof. Since Y is first-countable, Y is the image of a metric space X 
lrncler an open map by Ponomarev [ 22 j and Hanai [ 111. Applying 
Lemma 2.6, X contains a compatzt set K withf(K) = X Thus Y lis 
metric as the image of a compact metric space and the proof is finished. 
Corollary 2.9. A totdy imperfect space of point-countuble type is of 
courttable type ‘. 
Proof. Since Y is of point-countable type, Y is the image of a paracom- 
pact p-space under an open map f by Lemma 2.5. Since a yaracempacc 
p-space is of countable type by Arhangel’skil[ [ 2, Theorems 2, 161 snd 
f is compact-covering by Corollary 2.7, Y is of countable type. Tha.t 
completes the proof. 
Jznarma 2.10. A compact G, set of a space of countable type has count- 
able character. 
This is a direci corollary of Coban [ 7, Lefirna 21. 
3. Open maps 
Theorem 3.1. Let Y be a spme of point-countable tJ)pe. Then the fi3liow- 
ing two conditiou are equivalent. 
’ Axxording to Arhangel’skif [2, Definition 31, a space X is said to be of countable We if 
each cornpact set of X is covered by a compact set of countable character. 
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(i) Jf f is an opm mq of a parccomput p-space to Y, then f is corn- 
pact-eover~l?g. 
(ii) Y is totd_v imperfect. 
hmf. Since a paracompact p-space is of countable type, that (ii) implies 
(i) is true by Corollary 2.7. 
Assume (i). Since Y is of poinkountable ty e, Y is the open image 
of a paracompact p-space by Lemma 2.5. Hence by (i), Y is of ‘countable 
type as the open compact-covering image of a space of countable type. 
To prove Y is totally imperfect, assume the contrary. Then by Lemma 
2.2, Y contains the preimagekof C under a perfect map cp. Since A is 
compact and Y is of countable type, A is contained in a compact set K 
which is G, in Y. Consider C as a subset of I. Extend q to tt/: K + J c I. 
Set B = $-r(C). Let K CX I-+ C be the proiection. By Lemma 2.3, there . 
exists a subset S of CX 1 such that II--~ (p) \ 3’ is a singleton for each 
p E C, and such th.at S contains no compact set whose image under n is 
C. Let e: I-, I be the identity map. Let p: I’x I-, Y be the projection. 
Set 
T=($xe)-‘(S), Z=Tw ((Y\B)XI), g=pIZ. 
Then we have an open mapg: 2 + Y. To see that 2 is of point-countable 
tyipe, let z be an arbitrary point of T. Set P = (J/ X e)-’ ($ X r)(z). Then 
P is a compact set of 2. Since .P is G, in K X I and K X P is G, in Y X 1, 
P is G, in Y X I. Since YX I is of countable type, P has countable 
character in Y X I by Lemma Z!. 10 and hence also in 2. Every point of 
Z1 T is covered by a compact set with countable character since T is 
closed in 2. Thus Z is of point-countable type. By Lemma 2.5, there 
exists an open map h: X -$, %, w ere X is a paracompact p-space. Set 
f = gh. Then f: X -+ I’ is an os:,zn map. Let L be a subset of X with 
f(L) = B. Set ( $J X e) h(L) = Qs Since h(L) CI T, Q C S. Since $ f(L) = 
$gh(L) = n(@ X e)h(L) = n(Q) and $f(L) = $(Bj = C, n(Q) = C. Thus 
Q cannot be compact and hence h(L) cannot be so, which in turn im- 
plies L is not compact. That shows f is not compact-covering. This con- 
tradiction implies that Y has to be totally imperfect and the proof is 
finished. 
When Y in this theorem is first-countable:, the space 2 in this proof is 
first-countable. Hence the spar,:e X in this proof can be assume& to be 
metric for the same reason as stated in the proof of Corollary ~9.8. 
we olbtain the follogging. 
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heorem 3.2. Let Y be a first-countable space. Tken the following two 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) If f is an open map of a metric space to Y, t,ken f is cumpact- 
co vering. 
(ii) Y is totally imperfect. 
4. Pseudo-open maps 
Theoren; 4.1. Let Y be a sequential &pace 6 and si oppose that each I; XI- 
tient mais 7 of each metric space onto Y is compc ct-covering. Then Y is 
to tally imperfect. 
Proof. Let Y be as stated except for not being tolally imperfect. Let X 
be the topological disjoint sum of all convergent :zquences in Y (where 
convergent sequence means 11~ sequence with its limit, and constant 
sequences are also included), and let f be the natural map of X onto Y. 
Then, by Franklin [ 10, Proposition 1.111 p f is a cluotient map and thus 
compact-covering. Since each compact subset of .X is countable, each 
compact subset of Y must be countable. This means that Y cannot con- 
tain a perfect preimage of C. Hence Y is totally imperfect by Lemma ‘2.2 
and the proof is finished. 
Lemma 4.2 (Arhangel”ski’i [3, Theorem 41). Let J: X + Y be a quOtient 
map and X a Frkhet space 8. Then Y is a Fr&he t space if and only if f ’ 
is pseudo-open. 
By this lemma, the !following is an immediate corollary of Theorem 
4.1. 
Theorem 4-3. Let Y ble a Frkhet space and suppose that each pseudo- 
open map of each metric space or& Y is compact-covering. Then Y is 
to tally imperfect.. 
6 According to Franklin [ lcl] , a space Y is said to be sequential if it satisfies the condition: 
A set D of Y is open provided that y E D and lirn~i = y implies the sequence bi) is eventually 
in D. By Franlin [lo], a spaor: is sequential if and only if it is the quotient image of a (locall!r 
compact) metric space, 
’ A map f: X + Y is said I:O be quotient, if a set D of Y is open whenever f” (D) is open in -11. 
8 A space Y is said to be a DkcFaet space i,f it satisfies the condition: A point lies in the closure 
of a set D of Y if and only if there exists a sequence in D converging to the point. By Arhangel’Mi 
[ 3, Theorem 21 ta space is Frtchet if and only if it is the pseudo-open image of a (loci!Ily c~r~~~c~~ 
metric space. 
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~.mmm 4,4.(CH). Let N be the set of positive integers. Let % = 
the famil’ of all cofkzal subsets of N whi& are not eventually in 
there qists a fcmil” 92 = {Mp} of subsets of N sathfying the foltoiuiag 
four conditions. 
(i) If p + y, then M, ‘PI Mr is not in % . 
(ii) Each finite sum uf elements of 3n is an element of % . 
(iii) Fur each N, there exists an Pl$ such that N, n M, is an element 
of%. 
(iv) The sum uf all Mp 3 is N. 
Proof (by transfinite induction).. Since 32 has the continuum power, we 
can set 
9z= {N,: a! < q) , 
assuming the continuum hypothesis. For each Q < ol , let <Pa) be the 
proposition that there exists a subfamily {MO: p 5 a} of % satisfying 
the following three conditions. 
(a)Ifp<r&,thenM,nM.isnotirVL 
(b) If pi s cy, i = B 9 . . . . n:’ then& U . . . U MOn is in % . 
(c) For each /3 g GIL, there exists a 7 $ (Y such that N, n M, is in % . 
We show that each (P,> is true by transfinite induction. If we set 
MO = NO, then (PO) is evidently true. When ar > 0, put the induction 
hypothesis that (P,) is true for each p < Q. 
Consider the case when cy = n, i.e., Q is finite. When Nn n M, is not 
in 32 for m = 0, . . . . n - 1 9 N, \ M, u . . . U M,_, is cofinal. Hence we can 
find elements Mn and Mh of Cn such that 
N,\M,u...UM~_~=M,UM;, M,nA!J,=Q). 
Then (P,) is true for {M,, . . . . M,}.WhenN,nM,E ‘XfbrsomemCn, 
we can find elements M, and MI, of 92 such that 
N\M,u . . . u.Mn_, =M,u MI, 9 M,nM;=0! l 
Then (Pn ) is alscs true for (M, , . . . , M, } . 
Consider the case when a is infinite. Set 
{M,: /3< a) = {R,, I?,, . ..} . 
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Consider first the 
equivalently wh 
n MO is not in 92 for any p < cr, OF 
ot in 31 for ar.y yz. Let the first or the 
second elemeni a! \ R 1 be respectively d, or jls In general, fm 
k = 2, 3, . . . . let the first or the second &m&l: of 
N& \ 3, U . . . U R,_, U Ii,, il 9 -.: it._,, jk_l) 
be respectively ik or jk. This operation goes well, because Na 0 Ri, 
i = 1, l ... k- 1, are not in 92, ]Nol n (I$ u . . . u I?,_,) is not in%, and 
henceNo\RIU...URk_l isin9Z.Set 
MiY = (i,, i,, . ..}. 
Let us show that the fam?ly {IId : fig a} sztisF”res (P,). Since N, ~7 Mfl 
is not in ?I for any /3 C Q! and III o! C N,, then .!I, r7 14$ is not in % and 
(a) is satisfied. TQ verify (b), let pi < cy for i = 1, . ..) >‘;t--- 1 and & = as. 
Let k,, . . . . k,_, e the numbers uch that _M, i = &, i = 1, . . . . n -- 1. Let 
’ k be the maximal of {k,, . . . . kn_l). Since 
MpI u . . . u M,, is in 32 . Since M, c N, , (c) 3:,# e,yidently satisfied. Thus 
(P,) is true. 
We have to consider next the case when N, n Mp is in % for some 
/3 < (Y. For this case, replace NOL in the constrl ction of the above M,2 
with N. Then we can proceed an analogous arqwlnent and we know that 
(P,) is also true 
The induction is thus completed and we obtain the family 
This family satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). For 7R td:b satisfy (iv), char,ge ~44, 
to M, u (1, . . . . n) if necessary. Then we obtain the desired fanni1.y with- 
out disturbing the properties (i), (ii) and (iii). That completes the proof. 
Example 4S.(CH). A pseudo-open map f: A - + Y of a locally compact 
metric space X to a compact metric countabll: space Y which fs no 
compact-covering. 
3’44 - R & 
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Let Y =.h 1 
space N. The, -J (W) be the one-point-compactification of the discrete 
Lemma 4.4 0 *I Y is of eourse metric. Let Cne = {I$} be the family in 
\ Let 2 be the discrete space consisting of 
this expressicg of % 




X &joys the 
metric space relative topology of Y X 2. Then X is a locally compact 
%etf’: YXZ-, Yandn’: YXZ+Zbetheprojections. 
Set ‘=“” aQd v = n’lX. Since U M = N f(X) = Y. Let K be an arbit- 
-*- non-elllQ compact set of X. S!nce t;(K) is compact in Z, n(K) is a eset TB _ __ 
laY 
finit .,_l , 
..,, p,}. Since 
Bc 8-l (f$) u l ** u fl-‘CP,) = 6 w~iu id) x {pfl) 9 
i=l 
NO c W” 
+f .) U {cc>). Since lJy& 
(U%,Mpi) \J I: 
MO,. isnot eventually in N, 
that there is ) # Y and hence&f(K) + Y. The last inequality shows 
nQ compact set in X whose image under f is Y. 
To Prove Qa 
To prove f(tr\ t 
f l 
1s pseudo-open, let P be an open set containingf-l(w). 
exists an ele 1 is a neighborhood of G), assume the contrary. Then there 
tiQnt N, of Cye with N, n f(u) = @ Let M, be an element of Vi? with N, Q 
MO e 32. Since CW, p> E U, MO is eventually in U and hence MP 3 as the igaRe of h 
inf(U) by the 
p under f, is eventually in f(U). Thus N, is cofinally 
proposition N, rl I%, c: ?! , which hnplies that N, n f(U) 
’ ‘* This ‘Ontradiction shows that f (0) is a neighborhood of u and f is 
pseudo~opc~a Th t completes the procF I. 
If we.applb yww. 
above is cou 4 I .lec [24, Theorem 4.31, we can know that f in the 
htQbly biquotient l’* . 
Remark 4.6, lf 
or to have ah a map f in Example 4.5 is strengthened to be biquotient 
covering as it additional property on point-inverses, then f is compact- 
” %own by the following two propositions. The first one may be knob 
n to many mathem;lticians, while the second is just a trivial 
g Propetty (i) ’ 
lo A lmapf: * Is ‘lot wed i9 this example. 
(countable) opeq y I’ is said to be (counf&y) biquotient $ for each pointy of r 2nd for f~h 
that f(U {U: U q %ection Cu covering fP (y ) there exisEs a finite subc 
‘k, 1,’ countably biquot*, ‘. IS a neighborhood of ~1. For biquotient maps refe 
lt9t maps refer to Siwiec [ 24 ] and Siwiec-Nancuso 1251. 
modification of l&r [ 1, Lemma ,3n p. 1451. e give their proof for 
the reader’s con 
oposition 4.7. A biqbotient ??lUp On Q k?CiZl~~ 423MZplCt spa&? i!i CGUd- 
pat t-co verirzg. 
f. Let f: X + Y be such a map* Let (u be an open covering Df dX 
be 
that u is compact for each UE 3c . For each point y E Ip, Jet ?t, 
a finite subcol ection of Cv such that the interior off (14 { t7: L tf ‘2cy) ,), 
say l/y 3 contains y. Set 
K=(U{D: UCUy))” f -l(vy). 
Then x‘ is a compact set with f (A’) = ry. Thus y has a compact neighbor 
hood which is the image of a compact set of X. This fact yields at once 
that f is compact-covering. That completes the proof. 
Propu&tion 4.8. A quotitwt map on a l~&‘ly compact pzmxompact space 
such that each point-inverse has the Lindeltif property is compwt-coverkg. 
Proof. Let f: X -+ Y be such a map. It is sufjficient to prove the proposi- 
tion for the case when Y is infinite and compact. Let {X,: Q: E A} be a 
disjoint open covering of X such that each Xa is o-compact. Assume 
that f is not compact-covering. Pick a point y1 of’ Y. Let A, be a coun- 
table subset of A such that {X,: ar E A13 coversjc-k(yl). Let U,,, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . be open sets such that U {X, : QI E A 1 > =: ui U,i, PI i C, U, i+l 
and each or i is compact. Since f is assumed to be trot compact-covering, 
there exists a point y2 of Y such that yz E Y \ f(&). Let A2 be a 
countable subset of A such that ( Xol : a E A2) c~vmf~~ (rz). Con- 
tinuing in this manner we get a sequence (yi} of points of Y, countable 
subsets Ai of /I. and open sets Uii such that 
Set. U = {J {&: QI E UA,). Then U is open and closed. Since cf-’ (y$: ~ 
‘1 i 5 1’; 2; ..,,} is locally finite in U, $ is so in X. Sincefis quotient, the 
2nfini~e &llection f> ‘Jo of points is locally finite, which contradicts the 
compactness of Ye That pampletes the proof. 
Example 4.9, A map as in I’roposition 4.8. need not be biquotient 
In fact, ia need not even be a pseudo-open map by the following exam- 
ple: Let X be the topological disjoint sum cf the open interval (0, 1) and 
tt :e conv~3rgent seqtience {a , # , . . . . 0). Let Y be the quotient space ob- 
tained by identifying each point l/n in (0, 1) with the corresponding 
point l/n in the convergent sequence. 
Finally, the author would like to thank the referee who indicated 
Example 4.9 and Theorem 4.1 and made many valuable comments. 
this 
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